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Talking, Listening, and Teaching demonstrates how
important it is for teachers to understand and monitor
classroom communication patterns and resolve problems
that may hamper students' learning. Using examples from
real classrooms, the author explains How classroom talk
is different from communication outside the classroom
How to gather and analyze data about classroom talk
What type of questioning generates good discussions Why
and how to give feedback to students How nonverbal
communication impacts the classroom This insightful
guide to classroom communication, featuring provocative
"Thinking About Your Own Classroom" questions, is ideal
for teacher study groups and benefits educators who wish
to effectively manage this important aspect of teaching
and learning.
The field of communication was founded, in part, because
of a need to make people better communicators. That
meant teaching them how to communicate more
effectively, whether it be in public settings or in private.
Most of that teaching has happened within the classroom
and many professionals have spent their lives instructing
others on various aspects of communication. Inside this
second edition, the editors have assembled a fully
comprehensive and contemporary discussion of topics and
issues concerning the teaching of communication. The
chapters contained herein--contributed by key voices
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throughout the communication discipline--address
conceptual as well as practical issues related to
communication instruction. The contents of this new
edition reflect the dramatic changes that have occurred in
communication education since the publication of the first
edition in 1990. This book focuses initially on the goals of
communication education, then delves into the
preparation of specific communication courses. It
includes assistance for instructors in organizing
instructional content and discusses the use of instructional
strategies and tools, as well as offering ideas on
evaluating the processes and products of instruction. The
volume also covers unique teaching assignments that may
be encountered, from the basic course to continuing
education, and addresses 2-year college teaching,
directing forensic programs, distance education, and
consulting. It concludes with important professional
issues faced by both new and experienced communication
instructors, including ethics and political issues within
classrooms and departments. This volume is a necessity
for anyone starting out a career as a communication
instructor. Veteran educators--who know that learning to
teach is a continual growth experience--will find useful
and invaluable information within the book's pages.
Whatever background and level of experience, all
communication educators will find this new edition to be
an essential resource for their work.
This book provides prospective and current teachers with
the skills and knowledge to understand and improve their
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own and their students' communication behavior. By
combining theory and practical advice, this book focuses
on the reasons for using certain communication strategies
and how to implement them. Communication for the
Classroom Teacher covers a wide range of classroom
communication issues, including interpersonal and small
group communication; listening skills; verbal and
nonverbal communication (from both the teacher's and
student's perspective); instructional strategies such as
lecturing, discussions, and storytelling; teacher influence;
ethical considerations; and racism/sexism in the
classroom.
Evaluating Children's Writing
Advances Through Meta-Analysis
Developing Communication Beyond the Classroom
Communication for the Classroom Teacher
Developing Communication Skills; a Guide for the
Classroom Teacher
Classroom Nonverbal Communication
Surveys the findings of recent research into classroom
interaction involving language learners Discusses the
implications of this research for designing classroom
communication tasks Offers practical suggestions for
applying the ideas in the book to the classroom Supports
explanations with transcripts of recordings of real language
classes made by the author over a twelve-year period Suitable
for trainee teachers on Diploma/Master's courses, as well as
new and experienced practising ELT/ESL teachers.
"Why is it that some teachers have a kind of magical
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charisma and charm in the classroom which sets them apart
from their peers? The answer is: they have the 'X-Factor'.
White and Gardner's gripping text, The Classroom X Factor,
examines the notion of having what the public has come to
call the 'X-Factor' from the perspective of the teacher,
offering fascinating insight into the use of non verbal
communication in the classroom. Using classroom and
curricular examples this book sets out to show how both
trainee and practicing teachers can identify their own 'XFactor' in order to help transform their perspectives and
perceptions of themselves during the 'live act' of teaching.
White and Gardner show that by following simple methods
borrowed from psychology and cognitive science teachers
can develop their own 'X-Factor' and in so doing increase
their enjoyment and efficacy as professionals. The
techniques described include some of the following: - Facial
and vocal expression - Gesture and body language - Use of
space and physical arrangement of the classroom - Pupil
motivation - Pedagogical approaches"-- Provided by
publisher.
Written for language teachers in training, this book surveys
issues and procedures in conducting practice teaching.
Written for language teachers in training at the diploma,
undergraduate, or graduate level, Practice Teaching, A
Reflective Approach surveys issues and procedures in
conducting practice teaching. The book adopts a reflective
approach to practice teaching and shows student teachers
how to explore and reflect on the nature of language
teaching and their own approaches to teaching through their
experience of practice teaching.
Future-Ready Skills for Secondary Students
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Applications and Methods for a Communicative Approach
An Introduction for Professionals in School Settings
Pearson New International Edition
Multicultural Communication Skills in the Classroom

Speech, language, and hearing disorders have the
potential to affect a student communicatively,
socially, psychologically, and academically. In this
work, the authors cover the range of impairments
found in school-age children with suggestions for
teacher intervention. Topic coverage includes: 1.
Legal issues and service delivery models; 2. Normal
aspects of communication; 3. The development of
language and phonology; 4. Phonological disorders;
5. Children with limited language; 6. School-age and
adolescent language disorders; 7. Dialectal
differences: African American English as a case
study; 8. Fluency disorders; 9. Voice disorders; 10.
Hearing impairment; 11. Craniofacial anomolies; 12.
Neurological impairment; 13. Communication
disorders and academic success. Each chapter
includes teacher tips, key terms, study questions,
and suggestions for further reading.
For pre- and in-service teachers, Teacher
Communication is a one-of-a-kind resource for
teacher education courses and workshops that want
teachers to develop effective relational, organization
and classroom communication skills. Its author
focuses on the interpersonal, dialogical and
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relational aspects of teaching and learning, offering
useful attitudes and strategies to enrich instructional
skills. Readers learn how to keep a classroom
interpersonal, how to communicate effectively with
students, parents and colleagues, how to facilitate
groups and discussions, how to address conflict and
how to make effective oral presentations. Teacher
Communication is a practical handbook for
beginning and seasoned teachers who want to
understand the increasingly significant role of
communication in modern education.
Communication in Instruction: Beyond Traditional
Classroom Settings explores the various challenges
we face when trying to teach others in various
contexts beyond traditional classroom settings, as
well as the possible strategies for overcoming them.
Instructional communication is a research field that
focuses on the role communication plays in
instructing others. Although many resources focus
on effectively instructional communication strategies
within a traditional classroom setting, this book
expands the scope to include diverse settings where
instructional communication also occurs (e.g., risk
and crisis situations, health care contexts, business
settings), as well as new directions where
instructional communication research and practice
are (or ought to be) headed. Whether we are trying
to teach a youngster to ride a bike, to help a friend
evaluate the claims made on an advertisement, or to
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conduct a safety drill with colleagues in the
workplace, we are engaging in instructional
communication. If we want to do so effectively,
however, we need to equip ourselves with best
practice tools and strategies for doing so. That is
what this book is intended to do. In it, you will read
about how to teach advocacy to health care
practitioners, guide others to become socialised in a
new workplace setting, employ strategies for
teaching digital media literacy to nondigital natives,
use artificial intelligence (AI) and robots when
instructing and engaging strategies for instruction
around socially relevant issues such as religion,
politics, and violence. Together, they point to some
of the ways instructional communication scholarship
may be used to explore and inform best practices
across communication contexts. The chapters in this
book were originally published in Communication
Education.
Teaching Students with Language and
Communication Disabilities
The Classroom X-Factor: The Power of Body
Language and Non-verbal Communication in
Teaching
Beyond Traditional Classroom Settings
Communication for the Classroom Teacher: Pearson
New International Edition
Theory, Research, and Methods
Talking about Oracy
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Whether considering the art of debate;
understanding dialogic teaching methods; the
necessity of questioning; or the ability to assess
and develop these skills, this book has been written
by a classroom teacher, for classroom teachers, in
the hope that oracy is dragged out of the shadows
and recognised for its significance to improving
students' life skills and future aspirations. When we
think about the transferable skills all students will
take with them post-academia, oracy, literacy and
numeracy should logistically stand proudly side by
side. This triad of skillsets are the key components
that are used to measure intellectual development
in childhood, as well as being further instilled and
nurtured in all students throughout their education.
However, as children become students and as
these students become critical thinkers, an element
of this crucial triad appears to have been disowned
in recent years. In 2020, oracy appeared to have
even less relevance in academia, with the only
supportive provision for both Language and
Literature to deal with any missed learning being
the eradication of any recorded proof of this skill.
Yet another indication that oracy has, in some
circumstances, been cast into the shadows and
banished into the realm of the subject specific
curricular. We need to be realistic and embrace the
idea that this skill is a necessity to success for all
learners post-academia. Training students in the
ability to communicate effectively with different
audiences in different contexts, needs to be
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brought back into the spotlight in the hopes that we
can attempt to resolve any misconceptions
regarding oracy's place in the curriculum. Through
the recognition of the theoretical understanding of
communication that will provide the foundations for
this book, the aim is that it acts as a supportive
guide that will provide suggestions and strategies
in order to hopefully empower and encourage
educators in all subjects in education, thus
restoring the use and appreciation for this
necessary skill both inside and outside the
classroom. For so long, focus has been on the
stress and rigor of assessments, and the fulfilment
of the curriculum to ensure that all students can
navigate their GCSE examinations. This book will
question whether this will have a detrimental effect
on students who may have been exposed to fewer
of the skills that they will require when leaving an
educational setting and venturing into everyday
life. So, let's address the elephant in the room, and
provide it a voice.
Communication at the Heart of the School
introduces a simple, practical approach for
communication development in schools, with a
specific focus on children with Severe Learning
Difficulties (SLD) or Profound and Multiple
Learning Difficulties (PMLD). The tried-and-tested
framework offers a shared approach to
communication development between teachers and
speech and language therapists, moving through
three crucial stages: the communication
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assessment, the communication pathway and the
classroom environment. It provides a clear
structure for the role of each professional and
explains how they contribute to every aspect of the
child’s communication development. Key features
include: A communication pathway that follows a
yearly cycle of assessment, plan and intervention,
identifying specific communication needs and
offering advice on creating communication-friendly
environments A focus on the shared vision of
teachers and speech and language therapists,
creating a united and team-led approach to
communication development, ensuring that both
therapists and teachers feel supported in tackling
complex communication challenges effectively
Photocopiable and downloadable assessment forms
for accurately measuring outcomes in a timefriendly and accessible way Underpinned by the
Communication and Cognitive Framework currently
used by teachers, speech and language therapists
and families, this resource offers a complete
package of communication support. It is an
essential tool for speech and language therapists
and teachers supporting children communicating at
early developmental levels.
This volume offers a systematic review of the
literature on communication education and
instruction. Making meta-analysis findings
accessible and relevant, the editors of this volume
approach the topic from the perspective that metaanalysis serves as a useful tool for summarizing
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experiments and for determining how and why
specific teaching and learning experiences have
positive student outcomes. The topics covered
here are meaningful and relevant to classroom
practice, and each chapter offers a summary of
existing quantitative social science research using
meta-analysis. With contributions from
experienced researchers throughout the
communication discipline, this work provides a
unique analysis of research in instructional
communication. Taken together, the chapters in
this volume enhance understanding of behaviors,
practices, and processes that promote positive
student outcomes. This book is a must-read for
scholars, graduate students, and researchers in
communication education, and will also be of
interest to scholars and researchers in education.
Developing communication beyond the classroom
Teacher Communication
A Reflective Approach
Micro-Reflection on Classroom Communication
Oral Communication Methods for the Classroom
Teacher
Classroom Approaches
In the belief that power is something that is negotiated by
participants in the instructional process and with the goal
of understanding how communication and power interact,
this book looks at power and instruction in many different
ways. Drawing from the lessons of the social sciences
generally, it examines research that has been conducted by
instructional communication specialists, looks at newer
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approaches to power, presents a status report on what is
now known, and points to the divergent directions that
offer opportunities for future scholarship.
First Published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
& Francis, an informa company.
"Organized in a three-part format, this text examines
language development and disorders in school-age
children, analyzes language difficulties associated with
specific disabilities, and presents assessment techniques
and instructional strategies used in today's
classrooms."--Page 4 of cover.
A Guide to Classroom Communication
Classroom Communication and Instructional Processes :
Advances Through Meta-analysis
Communication at the Heart of the School
Enhancing Instructional Practice
Communication in Instruction
Communication, Control, and Concern
This text provides prospective and current teachers with the
skills and knowledge to understand and improve their own and
their students' communication behavior. By combining theory
and practical advice, this text focuses on the rationale for using
certain communication strategies and guidance on how to
implement them. Communication for the Classroom Teacher
covers a wide range of classroom communication issues,
including interpersonal and small group communication;
listening skills; verbal and nonverbal communication (from
both the teacher's and student's perspective); instructional
strategies such as lecturing, discussions, and storytelling;
teacher influence; ethical considerations; and racism/sexism in
the classroom. NEW! Pearson's Reading Hour Program for
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Instructors Interested in reviewing new and updated texts in
Communication? Click on the below link to choose an
electronic chapter to preview...Settle back, read, and receive a
Penguin paperback for your time! http:
//www.pearsonhighered.com/readinghour/com
Research consistently shows that teacher effectiveness is about
engagement, interaction, questioning, positive atmosphere,
high expectations and suitable challenge. At the heart of all
these areas is the ability to communicate effectively. How you
do that minute by minute and second by second is fundamental
to what children learn and remember and to how they behave.
Richard Churches draws from a range of disciplines, such as
psychology, NLP and neuroscience, to provide a practical
compendium of communication expertise based on what
highly effective teachers do. You'll find out how to use
influential language patterns to support learning and positive
behaviour; the secrets of body language and non-verbal
communication; how to communicate to create the right
emotional climate; effective questioning techniques; etc. Small
changes to your current practice could lead to huge benefits in
the classroom.
Based on over a decade of fine-grained analysis of videorecorded ESL classroom interaction, this book offers a way of
seeing and gauging the quality of classroom communication
beyond distributions and categories.
A Guide for Practitioners Working with Children with
Learning Disabilities
Communication in the Language Classroom
Communication in the Classroom: A Collection of GIFTS
Effective Classroom Communication Pocketbook
The Intensive Interaction Classroom Guide
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Communication in the Classroom
This book is a practical guide to
implementing the Intensive Interaction
Approach in a school setting and provides
essential technical support to teachers
and practitioners from nursery to Post-16
who want to embed it into their classroom
practice. Geared mainly towards supporting
children with communication and socialcommunication difficulties arising from
autism or learning difficulties, the
principles apply equally to students of
all levels of cognitive ability who
struggle with social situations and
emotional or sensory regulation. The
Intensive Interaction Classroom Guide
brings together contributions from
experienced teachers, teaching assistants,
and headteachers, who reflect on their
practice and share practical tips to
facilitate social-communication
development within a nurturing classroom
environment. Offering practical advice on
curriculum and pedagogy and drawing on
case studies, authors address key themes
on a practical level, while grounding
their discussions theoretically and
methodologically. Filled with practical
advice and techniques, this book will be
essential to anyone working in classroom
settings with students who experience
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social-communication difficulties or need
a nurturing approach to emotional wellbeing.
Classroom Communication and Diversity is
an integral resource for teaching
awareness of diversity issues and
communication in the classroom. Drawing on
the research in the communication and
education disciplines, authors Robert G.
Powell and Dana Caseau provide theoretical
models and useful strategies for improving
instructional practices. They address the
ways in which culture influences
communication in the classroom, and assist
teachers in developing the skills
necessary to meet the needs of the
students in their classrooms. New to the
second edition is an expanded skills
component, additional teaching resources,
and an increased focus on the role of
diversity in the classroom. Much of the
information shared in this text derives
from the authors' research and experience
in schools and from the experiences of
others, including teachers, parents, and
children. Their experiences, combined with
the cross-disciplinary approach, produce a
volume of unique perspectives and
considerable insight.
Nonverbal signals are less easily
controlled that words and thus,
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potentially, offer reliable information to
both teachers and children on each other’s
true intentions. But such signals are also
more ambiguous than words, and this makes
them valuable when teachers or children
wish to send a message they do not want to
be challenged. Even so, misunderstandings
can occur, for example, between different
ethnic groups. Originally published in
1991, Sean Neill explores how children’s
skill in using and understanding nonverbal
signals increases with age. The
appropriate nonverbal signals for teachers
differ from those used in informal
conversation because of the teacher’s
controlling, instructing and encouraging
role, and this creates problems for new
teachers, who also find it difficult to
interpret the limited feedback from the
class. A detailed coverage of teachers’
and children’s signals leads on to a
survey of how teachers acquire nonverbal
skills and research on effective training.
Classroom Nonverbal Communication provides
the only comprehensive survey of these
areas for staff involved in the initial
and in-service training of teachers, and
in staff development. Classroom social
arrangements are permanently reflected in
seating layout and room design, which can
allow teachers and administrators to
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influence classroom interaction through
advance planning. For these groups, this
richly illustrated volume assesses how
effective such planning really is. Sean
Neill has researched room layout and
nonverbal communication in education since
1975 and has published many papers dealing
with these issues. He provides a uniquely
comprehensive survey of the research
evidence on classroom nonverbal
communication.
A book about classroom interaction and how
to teach communication skills to language
students.
Classroom Communication and Diversity
Language and Communication in Primary
Schools
Classroom Communication and Instructional
Processes
Communication Disorders in the Classroom
Social Communication Learning and
Curriculum for Children with Autism,
Profound and Multiple Learning
Difficulties, or Communication
Difficulties

This book assists the educational
professional in the understanding,
identification, and remediation of
communication disorders in children and
adolescents in inclusive settings.
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While meeting the specific prescriptive
remediation needs of individuals with
communication disorders remains the
primary responsibility of the speechlanguage professional, in light of
legislation and emerging trends in
educating children with disabilities, a
shared responsibility resides with the
classroom teacher and other members of
the educational team. Appropriate
vignettes and glossary are provided in
an effort to bridge the jargon gap and
for those who may not have experience
with communication principles or
pathologies. Relevant, practical
strategies are offered and each chapter
presents a logical sequence of
functional information that clearly
addresses the stated objectives. The
content, as well as the bibliography,
is current. Both attempt to blend
classic literature with current
findings from respected lit Designed
for teachers of language and
communication disorders and special
education erature. Reflections,
activities, and suggested reading lists
are also provided.
Whether considering the art of debate;
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understanding dialogic teaching
methods; the necessity of questioning;
or the ability to assess and develop
these skills, this book has been
written by a classroom teacher, for
classroom teachers, in the hope that
oracy is recognised for its
significance to improving students'
life skills and aspirations.
Building 21st Century communication
skills Students are expected to be
innovators, creative thinkers, and
problem solvers. But what if they can't
communicate their ideas persuasively?
Knowing how to share ideas is as
crucial as the ideas themselves.
Unfortunately, many students don’t get
explicit opportunities to hone this
skill. Cultivating Communication in the
Classroom will help educators design
authentic learning experiences that
allow students to practice their
skills. Readers will find: Real world
insights into how students will be
expected to communicate in their future
careers and education Strategies for
teaching communication skills
throughout the curriculum Communication
Catchers for igniting ideas
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A Guide to Relational, Organizational,
and Classroom Communication
Cultivating Communication in the
Classroom
Practice Teaching
Teaching Children with Pragmatic
Difficulties of Communication
Teacher Communication in the Classroom
Talking, Listening, and Teaching
Classroom Communication and Diversity provides a
useful framework for helping both new and
experienced teachers and instructors navigate the
communication challenges in today’s diverse
classroom. It encourages teachers to reflect on how
their personal cultures influence their expectations
regarding classroom communication. This textbook
is distinctive in its distillation of research from
numerous sources to provide the best viewpoint
and systems for focusing on the needs of the
individual learner. Dana L. Powell and Robert G.
Powell draw on research in both the communication
and education disciplines, and provide useful
strategies for improving teaching practices
alongside theoretical models regarding diversity in
the classroom. Much of the information found in
this text is also inspired by the authors’ direct
experience in schools and from the experience they
have gleaned from other first-line instructors as
well as from parents and children. Among the many
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updates to this Third Edition are: Expanded
coverage of students with diverse needs Discussion
on working effectively with parents Coverage of
cultural influences and the impact of race and
ethnicity on disciplinary actions Examination of the
role of social media and its impact on instructional
communication The increase of educational
technology use. Teachers and scholars in the
communication and education fields will find this
text practical and valuable for their teaching
efforts, and it is appropriate for instructional
communication courses in both disciplines.
Evaluating Children's Writing: A Handbook of
Grading Choices for Classroom Teachers, Second
Edition introduces and explains a wide range of
specific evaluation strategies used by classroom
teachers to arrive at grades and gives explicit
instructions for implementing them. Samples of
student writing accompany the instructions to
illustrate the techniques, and an appendix of
additional student writing is provided to allow
readers to practice particular evaluation strategies.
More than just a catalog of grading options,
however, this is a handbook with a point of view. Its
purpose is to help teachers become intentional
about their grading practices. Along with recipes
for grading techniques, it offers a philosophy of
evaluating student writing that encourages
teachers to put grading into a communication
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context and to make choices among the many
options available by determining the instructional
purpose of the assignment and considering the
advantages and disadvantages of particular
grading strategies. Specific grading techniques are
integrated with suggestions about the craft of
evaluation--guidelines for instructional objectives,
for student audience analysis, and for teacher selfanalysis that help define communication contexts.
New in the Second Edition: *a new chapter on state
standards and assessments; *a reorganization of
the chapter on approaches to grading; *additions to
the chapter on management systems; *additions to
the chapter on teaching yourself to grade;
*additions to the annotated bibliography; and
*updated references throughout the text.
"This book is designed to enhance the interface
among classroom teachers, speech-language
specialists (SLS), and special education
professionals who interact with linguistically
diverse speakers -- the nonnative (as well as
limited-English-proficient) and nonstandard-Englishspeaking children in the classroom. It is the
author's contention that speaking in standard
English is often intimately related to both academic
success and desirable employment"--Preface (vii).
Teaching Communication
A Series of Papers on Communication Principles
that Impact Classroom Teacher Communications
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Communication in the Modern Languages
Classroom
A FAB Framework
A Survey of Communication Disorders for the
Classroom Teacher
Power in the Classroom
Language and communication are essential in the
classroom: essential in children’s learning,
essential in teachers’ communication with
children, and essential in children’s
understanding of themselves and their world. This
book is a guide for trainee and beginning teachers
on how to support and develop talk in the
classroom. It explores the theory behind the
teaching of language and communication skills
and includes lots of practical advice on how to
translate this into the classroom. It tackles the
challenges and issues of managing talk in the
classroom setting, and explores the role of
language in children’s learning. The book
addresses the challenge of language difficulties
and delayed language development among
children entering school. The crucial role of adults
in supporting early language development is
explained, and the book also considers the needs
of children for whom English is an additional
language.
Student engagement is key to teaching
communication, and no one understands that
better than teachers. For years, the National
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Communication Association and other
conferences have invited instructors to share
their ideas for classroom activities that drive
home key concepts in a variety of communication
courses. In Communication in the Classroom,
editors, John Seiter, Jennifer Peebles, and
Matthew Sanders, have collected and chosen the
best 100+ of these Great Ideas for Teaching
Students, or "GIFTS," in one book. All of these
activities, for courses ranging from public
speaking, interpersonal communication, and
group communication, to mass communication,
health communication, rhetoric, and more, have
been submitted by real communication
instructors who have tested and perfected them
in real classrooms. Each activity includes a
detailed explanation and debrief, drawing on the
instructor's' experiences. This is an invaluable
resource for anyone teaching a communication
course who is looking for new ideas to spice up
their course and engage students.
This text provides prospective and current
teachers with the skills and knowledge to
understand and improve their own and their
students’ communication behavior. By combining
theory and practical advice, this text focuses on
the rationale for using certain communication
strategies and guidance on how to implement
them. Communication for the Classroom Teacher
covers a wide range of classroom communication
issues, including interpersonal and small group
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communication; listening skills; verbal and
nonverbal communication (from both the
teacher's and student's perspective); instructional
strategies such as lecturing, discussions, and
storytelling; teacher influence; ethical
considerations; and racism/sexism in the
classroom. NEW! Pearson's Reading Hour Program
for Instructors Interested in reviewing new and
updated texts in Communication? Click on the
below link to choose an electronic chapter to
preview… Settle back, read, and receive a
Penguin paperback for your time! http://www.pear
sonhighered.com/readinghour/comm
Speech Communication for the Classroom
Teacher
A Handbook of Grading Choices for Classroom
Teachers
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